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argument (see [l, Lemma 2.4]) that this last series is finite.

As a corollary to the theorem we note that

CO

£ (-l)f«-ip(|5»|   >ne)
n=l

is convergent for all e>0. In [2] it is shown that this series is ab-

solutely convergent for all e>0 if and only if £Xi = 0.
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THE BOUNDARY OF THE RANGE OF
A VECTOR MEASURE

VOLKER baumann

Let (X, S) be a measure space, pi (i = l, ■ ■ • , n) signed measures

on (X, S). Then p=(pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn) is a (w-dimensional) vector measure

on (X, S), p is finite and purely nonatomic if every pt is finite and

purely nonatomic, respectively. Consider the range of a finite n-

dimensional vector measure as a subset of the w-dimensional Euclid-

ean space £n. A. Liapounoff [4] and P. R. Halmos [2] have shown:

(1) The range of a finite vector measure is closed,

(2) the range of a finite and purely nonatomic vector measure is con-

vex.

For any (infinite) vector measure p call R={p(M):MES and

p(M) finite} the finite range of p. Then it is an immediate consequence

of (2) that

(3) the finite range of a purely nonatomic vector measure is convex.

Two simple examples due to R. Borges  [l] however show that

there are purely nonatomic as well as purely atomic vector measures

the finite range of which is not closed:

(a) S is the <r-ring of the one-dimensional Lebesgue sets, mi the

Lebesgue measure and p2(M) =JM exp(— z2)dz, MES. The positive
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xi-axis does not belong to the finite range R of (pi, ju2), but it belongs

to the closure R of R.

(h) S is the cr-ring of all subsets of the set of positive integers, p.

the one-dimensional vector measure defined by p(M) =

zJneM (2 — 2~~n), M(E.S. The set of the even positive integers does not

belong to R, but it belongs to R.

As to boundary points of the finite range R of a vector measure

lying moreover on the boundary of the convex hull of R here it will

be proved the

Theorem. Let v be a supporting hyperplane of the finite range R of a

vector measure, R the closure of R. IfwC^R is bounded, then irr\RClR-

Restricted to purely nonatomic vector measures the theorem was

proved by R. Borges [l].

Proof. Given -k, there is a real linear function L on En and a real

number u such thatx= {£££": L(£) = w} and

(4) u = M{v(M):M <=So},

where v(M) = L(p(M)) and S„= {M£S:p(M) finite}. Let ?£ttO^.

Then there is a sequence {My}, M,£S0, Hm p(M,) =£. We can as-

sume that

(5) v(M,) Su + 2-i        (j = 1, 2, • • • )•

Write Pf = lr£* M,. Since S0 is a ring (see [3, p. 19 and 119]) and v

is additive on S0 it is easy to verify by induction for k, using (4) and

(5), that

, _•  *    _
u ^ v(Fj) Su + 2'Y.lm        U = 1, 2, • • • ; k = 0, 1, • • • ).

m=0

Therefore for all j, k

(6) u ;g v(f)) ^u + 2W.

Assume that P = Uysi M/£So. Then, given c>0, for every j there

is a nonnegative integer k such that

(7) [|m(P*)|| ̂  c,

where || • || denotes the Euclidean norm (see [3, p. 120]). Since for

every i the upper or the lower variation of pi is bounded, say by

Wi/2, the total variation |^i| of pt satisfies for every ilf£So the in-

equality |/xt-|(ilf) ^ \pi(M)\ + Wi, especially \p{(Fj+1 — P*)|

g | pi\ (Mj+k+i) ^ | pi(Mj+k+i) | +Wi and therefore for every j, k
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ii    ,   k+i it ii

\\p(Fj    - Fj)\\ ^ w,

where w = n sup{\pi(Mj)\-\-Wi:i = l, ■ • • ,«;j = l, 2, ••• } is finite

and independent oi j and k. Also ||ju(£)°|| = |]/u(Afj-)|| ^w. For every

j let k(j) be the smallest nonnegative integer k satisfying (7). Then

(8) c ^ \\p(FT)\\ ^c + w       (j = 1, 2, • • • ).

A closed and bounded subset of the E" is compact. Thus it follows

from (6) and (8) that there is an vEttI^R, ||»?|| =^c; c was given arbi-

trarily positive, in contradiction to the boundedness of irr\R. Hence

PGSo.
The restriction p' of p to the o--ring S'= {Ff~\M: MES] is a finite

vector measure. Since MjES',j = l, 2, ■ • • , £ is a cluster point of the

range of p'. According to (1), £G£-
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